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Comparison of structural transformations and superconductivity in compressed sulfur
and selenium
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Density-functional calculations are presented for high-pressure structural phases of S and Se. The structural
phase diagrams, phonon spectra, electron-phonon coupling, and superconducting properties of the isovalent
elements are compared. We find that with increasing pressure, Se adopts a sequence of ever more closely
packed structures (b-Po, bcc, fcc!, while S favors more open structures (b-Po, simple cubic, bcc!. These
differences are shown to be attributable to differences in the S and Se core states. All the compressed phases
of S and Se considered are calculated to have weak to moderate electron-phonon coupling strengths consistent
with superconducting transition temperatures in the range of 1 to 20 K. Our results compare well with
experimental data on theb-Po→bcc transition pressure in Se and on the superconducting transition tempera-
ture inb-Po S. Further experiments are suggested to search for the other structural phases predicted at higher
pressures and to test theoretical results on the electron-phonon interaction and superconducting properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The chalcogens exist in a rich variety of crystal structu
at ambient pressures and upon compression.1–5 At low pres-
sures, S, Se, and Te crystallize in different sequences o
sulating twofold-coordinated molecular or polymeric stru
tures. With enough compression, however, all three elem
transform into the same body-centered orthorhombic~bco!
crystal structure. The bco structure is comprised of pucke
layers with each site having a coordination number of
With further compression, the more three-dimensio
sixfold-coordinated rhombohedralb-Po structure become
stable in all three systems. At even higher pressures, Se
Te are observed to transform from theb-Po structure to the
body-centered cubic~bcc! structure, continuing the trend o
increasing coordination and closer packing with pressure
has been speculated that S should also undergo ab-Po
→bcc transition, but compressed phases beyond theb-Po
phase have not yet been observed in S.

Electrical measurements show that S, Se, and Te ar
metallic in the bco structure.6 Further, the metallic bco
phases of S, Se, and Te are observed to be supercondu
with transition temperatures of approximately 10, 5, and 3
respectively.7,8 Recent magnetic measurements show that
superconducting transition temperature in S jumps abru
to 17 K upon transformation to theb-Po structural phase.9

This is among the highest transition temperatures obse
in elemental solids. Earlier calculations had predicted
hypothetical bcc phase of S to be superconducting wit
similar transition temperature of about 15 K near 550 GP10

As yet, no measurements ofTC have been reported on th
higher-pressure phases of the heavier chalcogens.

We recently reported density-functional calculations
the structural and superconducting transitions in compres
S.11 Our calculations predicted that unlike Se and Te,
0163-1829/2001/63~22!/224107~9!/$20.00 63 2241
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would transform from theb-Po phase to the relatively ope
simple-cubic~sc! structure. The sc structure was found to
favored over a wide range of pressures, with the bcc ph
eventually becoming stable at very high compressions. F
ther, our calculations indicated that the high superconduc
transition temperature observed in theb-Po phase of S arise
not from strong electron-phonon coupling, but rather from
combination of moderate coupling and a large phonon
ergy scale.

Here, we present a comparative study of the structural
superconducting transitions in S and Se, expanding our
vious work on compressed S and presenting new results
Se. Though the two materials are chemically similar, th
display striking differences in their properties under pressu
In addition to the simple-cubic structure’s viability as a hig
pressure phase for S but not Se, the stability of the fcc st
ture is another difference between the materials. An anal
of the contributions to the total energy shows that the
structural differences can be understood in terms of diff
ences between the S and Se cores. Although some of
trends in the calculated electron-phonon coupling and su
conducting properties are similar in the two materials,
superconducting transition temperature is higher in S tha
Se, even within the same structural phase. A compariso
the phonon spectra and electron-phonon coupling in th
materials helps to explain the differences.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Sec. II, we compare and contrast the calculated high-pres
structural phase diagrams for S and Se. In Sec. III, the
culated vibrational spectra and electron-phonon coupling
rameters for the high-pressure phases are presented an
cussed. We also discuss ways in which our results can
tested and compared with diamond-anvil-cell-based exp
ments, including measurements of superconducting pro
ties, transport coefficients, and optical conductivity. Co
cluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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II. HIGH-PRESSURE STRUCTURAL PHASES

A. Method

Zero-temperature structural energetics are calculated
ing the plane-wave pseudopotential method within
density-functional formalism. The pseudopotentials are g
erated using the Troullier-Martins method.12 Kinetic-energy
cutoffs of 70 and 40 Ry are used for the plane-wave exp
sion of the Kohn-Sham orbitals in S and Se, respectively.
the exchange-correlation potential we use the local-den
approximation as parametrized by Perdew and Zunger.13 The
nonlinearity of the exchange and correlation interaction
tween the core and valence charge densities is treated us
partial core.14 The Brillouin zone for each structure i
sampled on Monkhorst-Pack meshes of at least 203 points.15

Care must be taken in using pseudopotentials to desc
highly compressed matter. The accuracy of the pseudopo
tial diminishes as the interatomic spacing becomes com
rable to or smaller than the sum of the cutoff radii with
which the valence wave functions are pseudized. In addit
at even smaller interatomic distances, core relaxation eff
become important. The potentials used in this paper are
structed so that the all-electron and pseudo-wave funct
match beyond about 1.2 and 1.7 a.u. for S and Se, res
tively. As the nearest-neighbor distance is about 3.7 a.u
bcc S at 500 GPa and about 4.4 a.u. in bcc Se at 250 GPa
are still working within a regime where these pseudopot
tials are reasonable.

B. Results and discussion

This work focuses on theb-Po and higher-pressur
phases of S and Se.16 Candidate structures investigated i
clude bcc, sc, fcc, simple hexagonal,a-Hg, Cs-IV, and the
relatedb-Sn structure. Only theb-Po, bcc, sc, and fcc struc
tures were found to be competitive in energy within the pr
sure regime of interest. These four structures can all be
scribed in terms of a single-atom rhombohedral unit cell w
rhombohedral anglesa r of 60° ~fcc!, 90° ~sc!, approxi-
mately 104° (b-Po), and 109.47°~bcc!.

Figure 1 shows the total energy for S and Se calculate
a function of the rhombohedral angle at constant unit-c
volumes. The curves for the two materials are strikingly d
ferent, leading to different sequences of high-press
phases. In particular, for the range of volumes shown in F
1, the simple-cubic structure is never competitive in ene
with the other structures considered for Se, while the
structure is never favorable for S.

For the largest unit-cell volume shown, corresponding
roughly 80 GPa in Se, theb-Po structure witha r'104° is
lowest in energy. At a smaller volume of 76 a.u.~roughly
140 GPa!, the local minimum forb-Po Se has disappeare
and the bcc structure is favored. At even smaller volum
the minimum ata r560° drops below that at 109.5°, ind
cating a bcc to fcc transition. Comparison of the enthalp
H5Etotal1pV calculated for the different structures yields
transition pressure of 120 GPa for theb-Po→bcc transition,
which is in reasonable agreement with the experime
value of 140 GPa. For the bcc→fcc transition, we predict a
transition pressure of about 260 GPa.
22410
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As first reported in Ref. 11, S is calculated to transfo
from theb-Po to the sc to the bcc structure with increasi
pressure. For the static lattices, we find transition press
of 260 and 540 GPa for these structural transformations.
cause of differences in average vibrational frequencies^v&
~see Sec. III!, the inclusion of zero-point energies,Ezp
53\^v&/2, shifts the estimated transition pressures in S
about 280 and 500 GPa.

In terms of coordination number and packing, Se follo
the expected trend of increasing coordination with press
going from 6 (b-Po) to 8~bcc! to 12 ~fcc!. With each trans-
formation, Se adopts a more closely packed structure. Su
on the other hand, transforms from the sixfold-coordina
b-Po structure to the sc structure, which is also sixfold c
ordinated, but is more open.~The ratio of next-nearest to
nearest-neighbor distances is 1.24 and 1.41 in theb-Po and
sc structures, respectively.! While the more highly coordi-
nated bcc structure is adopted at large compressions,
even more densely packed fcc structure is never favored.
key to the differences in the high-pressure phase diagram
the isovalent elements lies in their cores.

Figure 2 compares the relative stability of the sc and b
structures of S and Se as a function of volume. To facilit
the comparison, the volumes are measured with respec
the calculated equilibrium bcc volumes ofV0

bcc598.6 and
125.9 a.u./atom for S and Se, respectively. The total ene
can be divided into the one-electron contribution, whi
arises from the noninteracting kinetic energy and
electron-ion interaction, the electron-electron Coulomb
ergy, the exchange and correlation energies, and the ion
energy, which includes the Ewald energy and a term t
accounts for the difference between the pseudopotential
the pure Coulomb potential of the ions. In both materials,

FIG. 1. Total energy vs rhombohedral anglea r at constant vol-
umes for S and Se. The results for S are from Ref. 11 and
reproduced here to facilitate comparison with Se. At moderate c
pression both elements favor theb-Po structure (a r'104°); in-
creased compression results in the sequenceb-Po→sc→bcc for S
andb-Po→bcc→fcc for Se.
7-2
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COMPARISON OF STRUCTURAL TRANSFORMATIONS . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 63 224107
repulsive Hartree and ion-ion terms favor the more clos
packed bcc structure, which has a more uniform distribut
of both ionic and electronic charge. The attractive electr
ion Coulomb interaction favors the more open sc structu
which tends to have very nonuniform charge distributio
The difference in total energy between the two structure
smaller than differences in the individual contributions to t
total energy. Figure 2 shows that the one-electron contr
tion in S favors the sc structure significantly more stron
than it does in Se, thereby tipping the balance to stabilize
open sc structure. Further decomposition of the one-elec
contribution shows that the kinetic energy favors the m
uniform bcc structure. It is thus the electron-ion interacti
that stabilizes the sc S phase.

The importance of the electron-ion interaction in produ
ing different stable structures in S and Se can be unders
in terms of the difference in their cores. In particular, sin
the Ne core of S contains onlys and p electrons, the 3d
states in S have no orthogonality constraint with the co
resulting in a strongly attractived pseudopotential in the cor
region. On the other hand, in Se, which hasd states in the
core, the repulsive Pauli component of the pseudopoten
largely cancels the attractive Coulomb component in the c
region, resulting in a relatively weakd potential.

Under ambient conditions, the valenced states are unoc
cupied in both S and Se, but with compression, thed bands
broaden and eventually cross the Fermi level. The electro
density-of-states for bcc and sc S are shown in the top p
of Fig. 3. The volume of 50 a.u./atom corresponds to ab
250 GPa, which is close to the pressure at which the sc p
is calculated to become stable. The thin lines show
d-projected density-of-states. Since thed bandwidth varies
roughly asC/dnn

5 , whereC is the coordination number an

FIG. 2. Total-energy difference between the simple cubic a
bcc structures as a function of volume for S and Se. Also shown
the energy differences in the one-electron, Hartree, excha
correlation~xc!, and ion-ion contributions to the total energy. Vo
umes are measured with respect to the theoretical zero-pre
volumes ofV0

bcc598.6 and 125.9 a.u./atom calculated for bcc S a
Se, respectively.
22410
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dnn is the nearest-neighbor distance,17 the shorter bonds in
the sc structure more than compensate for the lower coo
nation, leading to broaderd bands in the sc phase as com
pared to the bcc phase. With mores-d transfer of electrons in
the sc phase than in the bcc~or fcc! structures, the deep Sd
pseudopotential becomes important in the energetics, s
lizing the sc phase. In Se, the sc phase similarly has largd
occupation than the fcc and bcc phases, as shown in
bottom panel of Fig. 3. However, because the Sed potential
is weak, thiss-d transfer does not lower the one-electro
energy enough to stabilize the sc structure.

Similar reasoning helps explain the absence of the clo
packed fcc structure in high-pressure S. Figure 4 compa
the relative stability of the fcc and bcc phases of S and S
a function of volume. Again the different structural prefe
ences of S and Se can be attributed to differences in
one-electron contributions to the total energy. With incre
ing compression, the one-electron energy in S increasin
favors the bcc structure, while in Se it increasingly favors
fcc structure. In both materials, the kinetic energy favors
more uniformly distributed fcc structure while the electro
ion term favors the bcc structure. With the deeperd pseudo-
potential in S, the importance of the electron-ion term in S
enhanced, stabilizing the bcc structure. The difference
openness between the fcc and bcc structures is of co
much smaller than that between the sc and bcc structure
in comparisons of the fcc and bcc structures, the energy
ferences are smaller and the energy balance is more su

This discussion of the differences between S and Se
the important role of the presence ofd states in the core
suggests that the heavier chalcogen Te should be simila
Se in terms of high-pressure structural phases. Indeed,
Se, Te is observed to transform from theb-Po structure to
the bcc structure with pressure.5 In our calculations, as wel
as earlier ones by Kirchhoffet al.,18 this transition in Te is

d
re
e-

ure
d

FIG. 3. Electronic density-of-states of bcc and sc S and
Results for S correspond to a volume of 50 a.u./atom; those fo
correspond to a volume of 70 a.u./atom. The Fermi level is at 0
Thed-projected density-of-states, plotted in lighter lines, shows t
the sc structure has broaderd bands and a higher occupation ofd
states.
7-3
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found close to the experimentally measured transition p
sure of 27 GPa. In addition, we find that the close-packed
structure becomes stable above about 80 GPa. Finally, a
Se, the sc structure is calculated to be energetically unfa
able as a high-pressure phase of Te.18

III. PHONON SPECTRA, ELECTRON –PHONON
COUPLING, AND SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

A. Method

The density-functional linear response method19 is used to
compute the phonon spectra for each structure at severa
ferent pressures. The dynamical matrices are computed u
the scheme described in Ref. 20, where the self-consis
change in the Hamiltonian caused by ionic displacement
obtained by solving a Bethe-Saltpeter equation for
change in the charge density. The dynamical matrix is co
puted on a grid of 63 phonon wave vectorsq for b-Po S and
83 wave vectors for sc and bcc S. For Se, 83, 103, and
123 q points are sampled in the fullb-Po, bcc, and fcc
Brillouin zones, respectively.

The matrix element for scattering of an electron fro
statenk to staten8k8 by a phonon with frequencyvqn and
eigenvectorêqn is given by

g~nk,n8k8,qn!5A \

2Mvqn
^nkuêqn•“RVSCFun8k8&,

~1!

where“RVSCF is the gradient of the self-consistent potent
with respect to atomic displacements. This scattering gi
rise to a finite phonon linewidth,

gqn52pvqn@N~EF!#2^^ugqnu2&&, ~2!

FIG. 4. Total energy difference between the fcc and bcc str
tures as a function of volume for S and Se. Also shown are
energy differences in the one-electron, Hartree, exchan
correlation~xc!, and ion-ion contributions to the total energy. Vo
umes are measured with respect to the theoretical zero-pre
volumes ofV0

bcc598.6 and 125.9 a.u./atom calculated for bcc S a
Se, respectively.
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whereN(EF) is the electronic density-of-states per spin
the Fermi level. The double brackets^^ . . . && denote a dou-
bly constrained Fermi surface average as defined in Ref.
This scattering process also contributes to the effective m
of the electrons via the mass enhancement parameterl, ob-
tained from the wave-vector- and branch-dependent con
butions

lqn5
gqn

\p N~EF!vqn
2

~3!

by summing over branchesn and averaging over wave vec
tors q.

The electron–phonon spectral function, which measu
the effectiveness of phonons of a given energy to sca
electrons on the Fermi surface, plays a central role in
Eliashberg strong-coupling theory of superconductivity. T
spectral function is given by

a2F~v!5
1

2pN~EF! (
qn

d~v2vqn!
gqn

\vqn
. ~4!

Within this framework, the mass enhancement parametel
is proportional to the inverse-frequency moment of the sp
tral function.

In the density-functional linear-response method,“RVSCF
is computed in the process of determining the dynam
matrices. Therefore we calculate the electron-phonon ma
elements on the same grid of wave vectors used in the p
non calculations. For calculations of the phonon density-
states and electron-phonon spectral function, which invo
summing overq points throughout the Brillouin zone, a Fou
rier interpolation procedure is used to obtain the dynam
matrix and its dissipative part on a denser mesh ofq points.22

The doubly constrained Fermi-surface average ofg is com-
puted using Bloch functions on dense meshes of at least3

k and k8 points in the full Brillouin zone, with delta func-
tions at the Fermi level replaced by Gaussians of width
order 0.01 Ry chosen to reproduce the value ofN(EF) ob-
tained using the linear tetrahedron method.23

TABLE I. Calculated values of structural, vibrational, an
electron-phonon parameters forb-Po, sc, and bcc S at various pre
sures. The electronic density of states at the Fermi levelN(EF) is in
units of states/eV/spin/cell.

P V a r N(EF) ^v& ^v ln& l

~GPa! ~a.u.! ~meV! ~meV!

160 57.87 104.0° 0.148 46.4 37.7 0.7
b-Po 200 54.22 104.1° 0.143 50.6 40.2 0.7

280 48.77 104.4° 0.140 57.2 42.3 0.6

280 47.80 90.0° 0.159 71.8 48.1 0.5
sc 320 46.14 90.0° 0.146 76.5 52.8 0.4

550 39.77 90.0° 0.118 91.8 57.8 0.3

bcc 550 38.81 109.5° 0.136 67.0 50.0 0.7
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B. Results and discussion

Tables I and II list parameters that characterize the p
non spectra and electron-phonon couplings in the hi
pressure phases of S and Se. Included are the average
non frequencŷ v& and the logarithmicl-weighted average
phonon frequency ^v ln&5exp@(qnlqnln(vqn)/(qnlqn#.
Some of the values forN(EF) andl listed in Table I differ
by a few percent from those published in our earlier pape11

on S because we use the more accurate tetrahedron m
for calculating the electronic density-of-states in the pres
paper.

Within each structural phase, compression stiffens the
tice and weakens the electron-phonon interaction, as i
cated by the rise in̂v& and fall in l. The pressure depen
dence ofl varies from structure to structure. In sc S,l
varies approximately as 1/^v&2, as might be expected from
Eq. ~3!. In b-Po S,b-Po Se, and bcc Se, however, the pre
sure dependence ofl is much weaker. These differences c
be understood by examining contributions tol from differ-
ent phonon modes.

In some of the structural phases, it is possible to iden
specific phonon modes that contribute strongly tol. In the
b-Po phase of Se, for example, there are strong anomalie
the phonon-dispersion curves along theG to F direction@i.e.,

TABLE II. Calculated values of structural, vibrational, an
electron-phonon parameters forb-Po, bcc, and fcc Se at variou
pressures. The electronic density-of-states at the Fermi levelN(EF)
is in units of states/eV/spin/cell.

P V a r N(EF) ^v& ^v ln& l

~GPa! ~a.u.! ~meV! ~meV!

60 93.33 104.1° 0.180 23.5 18.8 0.5
b-Po 80 87.37 104.8° 0.176 25.5 19.5 0.5

100 83.20 105.2° 0.174 27.4 21.6 0.5

120 78.73 109.5° 0.201 26.6 17.6 0.8
140 75.80 109.5° 0.193 28.3 18.8 0.7

bcc 160 73.32 109.5° 0.187 29.4 17.6 0.7
220 67.36 109.5° 0.182 33.3 21.2 0.7
260 64.25 109.5° 0.175 35.6 21.4 0.7

fcc 260 63.82 60.0° 0.183 34.93 25.23 0.5

FIG. 5. Phonon-dispersion curves inb-Po Se at 60 GPa. Direc
tions are specified in terms of reciprocal-lattice basis vectors.
phonon anomalies related to nesting of the Fermi surface are
dent along theG to F line.
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the (11̄0) direction in terms of the reciprocal lattice vecto
bi#, as shown in Fig. 5. Similar but less pronounced anom
lies exist in theb-Po phase of S. These anomalies are as
ciated with nesting of the Fermi surface by the wave vec
q'0.7(b12b2), as confirmed by calculations of the geome
ric nesting factor ^^d(k2k82q)&&. The strong Fermi-
surface nesting affects not only the phonon frequencies,
the linewidths as well. The combination of low frequenci
and enhanced linewidths results in a large contribution tol
from this part of theb-Po Brillouin zone. Anomalies are als
present in the phonon spectra of bcc S and bcc Se. Figu
shows the dispersion curves for bcc Se at 120 GPa. W
not correlated with nesting vectors, the low-frequen
anomalies in the transverse branches along theG to N andG
to H lines nevertheless give large contributions tol.

The soft phonon anomalies in the bcc andb-Po phases
are more weakly pressure-dependent than the overall pho
spectrum. The pressure dependence ofl in these phases is
strongly influenced by these persistent anomalies and
therefore weaker than thêv&22 dependence suggested b
Eq. ~3!. In sc S, the electron-phonon coupling is not found
be dominated by any particular phonon mode, so the p
sure dependence ofl, is to a good approximation, dete
mined by that of the average phonon frequency.

As can be seen in Tables I and II, transformations fro
structure to structure are usually accompanied by ab
changes in the phonon and electron-phonon parameter
comparing the various structural phases of S, the sim
cubic phase stands out in having the weakest elect
phonon coupling parameters. The spectral function for sc
plotted in Fig. 7, is strikingly different from those of bcc an
b-Po S. Both the average and maximum phonon frequen
in the sc phase are much larger than those in the o
phases. The higher frequencies in the sc phase are due t
shorter nearest-neighbor distances and the strong conce
tion of charge along the bonds in the open sc lattice. W
these stiff bonds, the (110̄)-polarized transverse branc
along the~110! direction and both of the transverse branch
along the~111! direction are nearly as high in energy as t
longitudinal branches. This leads to a phonon density-
states and a spectral function that are dominated by a h
frequency peak. The large phonon energy scale and the
of low-energy modes that couple strongly to electrons,

ft
vi-

FIG. 6. Phonon-dispersion curves in bcc Se at 120 GPa. Di
tions and polarizations are specified in terms of reciprocal-lat

basis vectors. Phonon anomalies are present in the (11̄1)-polarized
branch alongG to N, and in the transverse branches alongG to H.
7-5
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evidenced by the relatively large value of^v ln&, combine to
drive l down in the sc phase of S.

Among the high-pressure phases of Se, the bcc ph
stands out in thatl is largest in this phase. Although th
average phonon frequencies are similar to those in the ne
boring phases near the transition pressures,^v ln& is signifi-
cantly depressed in the bcc phase. This is a sign of the
portance of the low-frequency anomalies already identifi
in the bcc Se phonon spectra. These anomalies enhanc
spectral function at low energies, as shown in Fig. 8, a
they have a significant effect onl because they appear
low frequencies. Althoughb-Po Se also has soft phono
anomalies, there are fewer of them due to the lower sym
try of the lattice, and they have a smaller effect onl. No
comparable soft phonon anomalies are found in the
phase.

In comparing analogous structural phases of S and Se
differences in electron-phonon coupling strength reflect
only differences in the phonon spectra, but also differen
in the electron-phonon matrix elements. The stronger po

FIG. 7. Electron-phonon spectral functions calculated forb-Po,
sc, and bcc S. Results forp<280 GPa are reproduced from Ref. 1
to facilitate comparison over a wider range of pressures.

FIG. 8. Electron-phonon spectral functions calculated forb-Po,
bcc, and fcc Se.
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tial in S gives rise to a larger change in the bare poten
“RVbarewhen atoms are displaced. Furthermore, because
d electrons are more tightly bound in S, these electrons
less effective in screening“RVbare. In combination, these
two effects result in significantly larger matrix elements
“RVSCF in S than in Se. Combined with the smaller mass
S, this leads to larger linewidths. This is evident in both t
b-Po and bcc phases, where the phonon frequencies in S
a factor of 2 or more higher than those in Se, yet the m
enhancement parameters in the two materials are close.

Our results can be compared to earlier density-function
based studies of the electron-phonon interaction inb-Po and
bcc Te and Se, and in bcc S.10,24,25Soft phonon anomalies
very similar to those discussed here, have been identifie
be important in the electron-phonon coupling inb-Po and
bcc Te.24 In addition, the electron-phonon mass enhancem
parameter has been calculated to undergo a large jump a
b-Po to bcc transition in Te, just as we find for Se. Simi
results have been reported in a recent theoretical study o
superconducting properties of bcc andb-Po Se.25 For bcc S,
our value ofl50.70 at 550 GPa is somewhat larger than t
value of 0.58 reported in Ref. 10 for a slightly higher pre
sure of 584 GPa. Since values oflqn are in reasonable agree
ment along high-symmetry directions, it is likely that th
difference arises from a difference in sampling of wave v
tors. In the present paper, a uniform grid of points throug
out the Brillouin zone is sampled, while in Ref. 10,lqn is
calculated along a few high-symmetry directions and sph
cally averaged to estimatel.

C. Making contact with experiments

The need to carry out experiments inside high-press
cells limits the types of experimental probes available to
vestigate the electron-phonon interaction in the meta
phases of the chalcogens. In particular, the most comm
probe ofa2F in superconductors, quasiparticle tunneling26

is challenging because of the need to make w
characterized tunnel junctions connected to leads that e
the high-pressure cell.27

Measurement of superconducting properties such as
transition temperatureTC , the thermodynamic critical field
HC , the zero-temperature gapD0, and the isotope effect on
TC , would be one avenue for probing the electron-phon
interaction.28 Since superconducting properties depend
only on the electron-phonon spectral functiona2F, but also
on the Coulomb pseudopotentialm* , it is necessary to mea
sure a combination of superconducting properties to ge
handle on both the electron-electron and the electron-pho
parameters. In the weak-coupling regime,TC , D0, andHC
all essentially depend on the difference betweenl andm* ,
rather than ona2F andm* separately. In this case,TC and
the isotope effect onTC , with their differenta2F and m*
dependencies, would be the most useful combination of m
surements.

Figure 9 shows our calculated superconducting transi
temperatures for the high-pressure phases of S and Se
different values ofm* , obtained by using the calculateda2F
functions as input to the Eliashberg equations. Available
7-6
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perimental data for bco Se,8 bco S,9 andb-Po S,9,29 are in-
cluded. The theoretical data points in Fig. 9 correspond
m* (vmax)50.11, wherevmax is the maximum phonon fre
quency. This representative value ofm* (vmax) is chosen be-
cause it reproduces the experimentally measuredTC of 17 K
at 160 GPa in S.9 The error bars show the effect of varyin
m* (vmax) by 60.02. While there is no reason to assumem*
remains constant with changes in pressure or structure
that m* in Se should be the same as in S,m* typically lies
within the range of 0.1 to 0.14 for a wide range of materia
Furthermore, a rough upper bound form* given by
@ ln(EF /vmax)#

21 suggestsm* is less than about 0.16 in all th
phases considered here.

The calculated transition temperatures follow the sa
trends asl, with large increases inTC upon transition to
both bcc Se and bcc S, and downward jumps inTC at the
bcc→fcc transition in Se and theb-Po→sc transition in S.
As reported earlier,11 our analysis attributes the largeTC of
17 K in b-Po S, not so much to strong electron-phonon c
pling, but rather to a combination of moderate coupling a
a large phonon energy scale. For analogous structural ph
in S and Se, the primary reason for the higher transit
temperatures in S is the stiffer lattice, which sets the ene
scale forTC .

The high phonon frequencies suggest that vertex cor
tions might be important in these materials. The other de
mining factor for the strength of vertex corrections is t
magnitude of the electron-phonon interaction,30 which is
moderate in both S and Se. Indeed, we estimate that
effect of the vertex corrections onTC is on the order of 1%,
and can be neglected given the uncertainty inm* .

FIG. 9. Superconducting transition temperature of S and Se
function of pressure. Squares, circles, up triangles, and down
angles represent results of calculations for theb-Po, bcc, fcc, and
sc structures, respectively. The error bars show the range ofTC for
0.09,m* (vmax),0.13 and the data points correspond
m* (vmax)50.11. Experimental data are plotted as crosses.
dashed lines connecting calculated points serve as guides to the
and the vertical gray bars roughly separate the pressure ranges
which different structures are stable.
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Although we have used the Eliashberg formalism to c
culateTC for all the phases, the coupling is sufficiently wea
that the Allen-Dynes approximate formula forTC

31 gives
similar results. Furthermore, the ratios 2D0 /kBTC and
gTC

2 /HC
2 , where g is the linear coefficient of the specifi

heat, are calculated to be close to the BCS values of 3.53
1.68, respectively. Forb-Po S at 160 GPa, for example, w
find 2D0 /kBTC53.70 and gTC

2 /HC
2 51.66, assuming

m* (vmax)50.11.
As suggested above, measurement of the isotope effec

TC would be one way to obtain more information on th
Coulomb parameter. For S at 160 GPa, we estimate tha
isotope exponenta52d ln TC /d ln M changes from 0.48 to
0.43 asm* is varied from 0.09 to 0.13, assuming isotop
massesM of 32 and 36. To distinguish betweenm* 50.09
andm* 50.13 then requires being able to measureTC to an
accuracy of better than 0.1 K.

Infrared spectroscopy can be used to probea2F indepen-
dent ofm* .32,33 In the normal state, the phonons contribu
to the optical conductivity via their renormalization of th
electronic quasiparticles and by phonon-assisted scatte
processes. Panels~a! and~b! in Fig. 10 show the normal-stat
T50 reflectance and optical conductivity calculated for d
ferent values of impurity scattering rates forb-Po S at 160
GPa. The expected Holstein structure, which occurs at
quencies near the phonon frequencies, is small because
coupling strength is relatively weak. Hence, it is likely th
the extraction ofa2F from phonon structure in the optica
conductivity data would be challenging for this syste
However, optical conductivity data could still be useful f

a
ri-

e
ye,
ver

FIG. 10. Normal-state~a! reflectance and~b! optical conductiv-
ity calculated forb-Po S at 160 GPa andT50 K. Results are
shown for different impurity scattering timest. In ~c!, the optical
conductivity with 1/t50.1 eV is redrawn along with the corre
sponding Drude conductivitys0(v) assuming scattering by impu
rities only. Also plotted iss0@v(11l)#, showing that electron-
phonon scattering narrows the Drude peak by a factor of 11l.
7-7
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estimatingl. The electron-phonon interaction narrows t
Drude peak associated with impurity scattering by a facto
11l due to the renormalization of electronic quasiparti
energies and weights and transfers the low-frequency we
to the midinfrared region, as illustrated in Fig. 10~c!. With an
independent determination of the plasma frequencyvp , the
width and height of the Drude peak could be used to estim
l.

Perhaps a simpler way to determinel from experiments
is via the dc conductivity. At temperatures on the order
the Debye temperature, the phonon-limited electrical re
tivity is linear in temperature with a slope proportional
l tr52*dv a tr

2F(v)/v. Like a2F, the transport spectra
functiona tr

2F measures the effectiveness of phonons to s
ter electrons on the Fermi surface, but it is weighted to t
into account the change in direction of the electr
velocity.32 Experimental measurements of the electrical
sistivity have been reported for the bco and lower-press
phases of S and Se.7,8 Extensions of these measurements
higher pressures would test our results for the electr
phonon coupling strength. Of particular interest is the lin
coefficient of the resistivity inb-Po S. We calculatel tr
50.78 at 160 GPa, close to our result forl. We believe this
is the most direct way to verify our theoretical predictio
that, despite the largeTC , the electron-phonon coupling i
not particularly strong in this phase.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a comparison of the pressure-ind
structural phase transitions in S and Se based on den
functional calculations. Although there are some similarit
in the high-pressure phase diagrams of these isovalent
ments, there are also striking differences. With increas
m

,
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compression, Se adopts a sequence of ever more clo
packed structures (b-Po→bcc→fcc), while S favors more
open structures (b-Po→sc→bcc).11 These differences can
be understood in terms of the deeperd pseudopotential in S
arising from the lack ofd states in the S core.

All the high-pressure phases of S and Se are calculate
have moderate electron-phonon coupling strengths and
perconducting transition temperatures in the range of 0.5
K. Structure and pressure dependencies of the coup
strength andTC can be understood in terms of changes in
phonon spectra. In particular, as first discussed in Ref.
the large observedTC in b-Po S is calculated to arise from
combination of a moderate mass enhancement parametl
and a large overall phonon energy scale. The large incre
in l andTC , predicted upon transformation to the bcc pha
in both S and Se, is due to the presence of soft modes in
bcc phonon spectra that strongly couple to electrons.

We suggest that measurements of the electrical resist
as a function of temperature, the transition temperatureTC ,
and the isotope effect onTC would be the most promising
avenues for testing our results on the electron-phonon in
action in these compressed phases. Further,TC measure-
ments could be used to search for the predicted sc phase
and the predicted fcc phase of Se since our results indi
that TC should change abruptly when these structural tra
formations take place. The calculated transition pressures
both sc S and fcc Se are within the range of current diamo
anvil-cell experiments.
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